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Chapter One 

A wild elephant births her calf at night in the bed of a dead dry river. He emerges in a 

membranous heap, bulbous and bloody and contoured like a pummeled whale. He falls from the 

womb and lands on the earth with the thud of a melon and the birth blood plunges down all 

around and forms a pool, burgundy like the wines of old Lesbos when poured pure. The mother 

gathers her strength and backs away and waits for the calf to rise, but he lays still. She waits. A 

minute passes, and she begins to sway, foot to foot, dreadful waiting.  She looks about but there 

are none to help her, last of her herd, so she approaches, emitting muffled trumpets and chirps, 

muted appeals, profound urgency. She reaches out with a forefoot and gives the calf a nudge. It 

moves with her push and recedes, elastic pile of silent flesh. Mother chirps again, lowers herself 

to investigate, forearms down on the elbows, slipping in the blood. Eyes perk wide in alarm, and 

she stands and begins to work, her pace frantic, ears flapping, trunk probing, pushing, pulling at 

the pile, which shakes and shudders at her grasp like loose-bundled timber. Something comes 

untangled, a cord falls loose, bloody sinews stretch free, and the calf takes a phlegmy, rattling, 

wheezing breath. And then another, and another, triangle mouth opening and closing in fish-like 

repetition. Mother backs away with a soft trumpet. The calf opens his eyes, newborn blue, 

wriggles his legs, flings his trunk like a flooded worm. The mother paces in triumphant circles 

around her only child.  
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His skin is gray like hers but splotched with mottled pink patches, grafted smooth and 

random like burn scars. For three years he follows her, trotting fast and clumsy behind and they 

live in the jungle, foraging from the brush and pulling down branches and playing with the fruits 

of the trees. They bathe and splash and submerge themselves in the brown waters of the rivers, 

trunks stuck out like curled reed straws and arcing rainbowed fans of glittered spray across the 

sun. They travel from land to land a herd of two a mother and calf. He ambles like a rolling river 

stone and their life is plain and her love for him is strong. 

One day he runs so far that her careworn cataract eyes behold him only as a rosy blur 

standing elliptic on a clearing in the trees, but soon she sees the other shapes encroach, and she 

rushes frantic to catch up. A dozen men on horses surround her calf and herd him into a gorge, 

eroded remnants of an ancient landslide, where he is trapped within the steep walls of upblown 

emerald grass. Then come the mahouts, riding tall atop hardy elephants, behemoths robed in the 

garments of the cities. Jangling jewels swing like chimes from oval headdresses, and fine fabrics 

drape in silken squares about their bodies, casting dark shadows over their shuffling feet and the 

bands of calloused hide around their ankles. The riders shout shrill commands and wield pointy 

menacing tools to coerce their giant subjects.   

She charges at them and lets sound her trumpet and they turn in alarm and she hears the 

nasally call of her calf in the gorge. She comes as far as the mouth of the defile, and the horses of 

the men are frightened by her and shy away, but the elephants remain to block her path. She tries 

to force her way around and then tries pleading with them, grunts and rumbles unheard by men, 

but they stand silent like breathing boulders while her frightened calf calls and scrambles about 

in the ravine.  
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The horsemen dismount their steeds and slap at their haunches and send them running, and 

some of these men now stream into the gorge with canes of polished mulberry and begin striking 

her son, and he screams and squeals as they strike him. Their rods and staffs slap against his 

tender flesh and crack against his trembling knees, and others of the men throw cords and ropes 

and nets over him and around his neck and around his legs and begin to fasten him down while 

they beat him, and he cries, jerking against their restraints and shuddering beneath their blows. 

Mother shrieks anew and launches herself at the wall of the ordered elephants, and the largest of 

them, a mountain of slate gray flesh, steps forward and crashes the crown of his massive head 

into her ribs and sends her tumbling to the dirt.  She stands again and trumpets and looks for a 

way around.   

Men have circled behind her wielding axes, and she does not see them for she is focused on 

her calf, who now lies flattened on his stomach as he is cudgeled, the blows leaving crossed 

patterns of welts raised and lashed across his body like the weave of a broken loom. The first axe 

only grazes her and due to her thick hide she does not notice, but the second tears into her 

hamstring, and the third and fourth sever the tendon, and her left hind leg shakes and then folds, 

tree trunk knee thumping hard against the earth.  She screams and spins and smashes a man with 

her front foot, sound of crushing bones muted dull beneath, and swings her trunk before her in a 

wide arc.  The men back away with mathematical grace, rigid faces unafraid, and they give her 

space and then close in with shuffling steps like boxers, axes at the ready. She stumbles and 

staggers, brutalized leg cocked back at an angle, shivering aloft and bleeding, and she lashes out 

at them in desperation as their circle grows tight around her, and her eyes are on the tree line 

now, and she turns her great head, ears swinging, to once more look upon her calf, whose 

crestfallen eyes are closed and who has gone limp and silent, for the blows have stopped and the 
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manacles are being cranked tight around his ankles, and she, his mother, lets out one final blast 

from her trunk and in a hitching gallop takes off lurching and crying for the trees.  

--- 

The calf is brought to a small kingdom in the northwest of the country many miles from the 

coast, where the prince is young and beautiful and rules from a central citadel connected by royal 

roads to the seven villages. He is kept in a tall cage of interlocked timbers, wearing chains that 

clink rhythmic as he shuffles about on his soft spreading feet.  

He is conditioned to the sights and sounds of men. They walk past his cage and drag their 

spears rattling along the logs while others hold him still by his chains. They yell and throw 

stones at him and clap sticks together and dart around the cage like apes until he weathers their 

antagonisms in silence, shivering like a wetted goat. And at night they enter his cage with torches 

and flash the flames before his face so close that his eyes gleam like agate glass and the hairs on 

his forehead curl like fern fronds from the heat, while one of them stands beside him and strokes 

his face to comfort him as he fidgets his feet and rolls his trunk.  

He is made to learn commands. The elephant tamer, an ancient man of pockmarked leather 

skin and knotted muscle is brought before him. He carries a long pole of striated teakwood, and 

on his belt rests an ornate copper ankhus hook. Circling the cage, he glides his hands along the 

wood and studies his specimen, nodding and on occasion whispering to his attendants without 

averting his gaze from the elephant, who follows the man with his eyes and then with his ears as 

the man orbits behind him. One of the aides runs back up the path with brisk barefoot steps and 

returns minutes later wheeling a cart loaded with pale green melons and bananas in heavy brown 

bunches. 
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The tamer comes to the cart and selects a large swollen melon, taking it in both hands and 

whisking his calloused palms over the skin. He looks at the elephant and then the melon, and 

then puts the melon down and selects another. He walks to the cage and an aide swings the gate 

open for him and he enters. The elephant grunts at him and for a minute they stand still together 

in the cage.  

The man takes a breath and walks around the perimeter of the cage until he is at the 

elephant’s right side. The elephant moves his head to watch, holds his trunk out to smell, bent up 

like a reared cobra. The man sets down the melon and returns to the front of the cage. He says a 

word, his voice quiet and deep, and one of the aides hands his teak stick to him through the bars.  

Now the man points at the melon with the stick, and in a loud voice, yells “turn!”. The 

elephant follows the vector of the stick to the fruit and stares at it, and when he looks back, the 

man rears back with the stick and strikes him hard on the forehead. The elephant yelps and 

reaches out with his trunk for the stick, but the man jerks it back and points again to the melon, 

repeating his command.  

“Turn!”  

When the elephant turns in his cage and takes the fruit and eats of it, he is praised and 

rewarded, and the tamer gives him bananas and embraces him tenderly. They practice many days 

with the melons and the stick until the elephant can turn in every direction at a word. 

One day he is brought outside his cage. A great log is rolled before him.  

“Lift!” the man says. And the elephant is cracked hard on the tip of his trunk where it is 

sensitive, and he curls it in and cups it in his mouth and his eyes water from the sting. When after 

many attempts he picks up the log and holds it teetering horizontal above them in the sun, he is 

praised and rewarded. 
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He is taken out of the cage for walks. One day, in the fields, the man points with the stick to 

the elephant’s right foreleg and says “up!”. And when he does not lift it the pole is cracked hard 

against his knee, and for days his knees are bruised. He learns to lift his leg so the man can climb 

up and seat himself atop his shoulders and dangle his legs around the elephant’s neck as one sits 

on the edge of a cliff. When being ridden, he is fitted with a new chain around his groin with 

pointed spikes angled inward like the teeth of a shark. The end of this chain is held by the rider, 

who pulls it tight whenever the elephant threatens aggression. Others follow him with poles and 

hooks, striking him in his most sensitive places if he disobeys. If he resists further, he is locked 

in his cage and denied food. In this way the elephant learns the commands of the mahouts. 

--- 

When he is trained, he is given over to the prince, who loves him and exalts him above the 

others of the royal herd. Five years old and his tusks are short. He is admired for his skin and its 

pink patches which are like the setting sun and the coming dawn, and so the prince names him 

Ravi. The prince repeats the name, Ravi, Ravi, Ravi, every time he visits the stable, coming close 

to the elephant and leaning against him and stroking him and giving him fruits.  

He is kept segregated from the rest of the elephants, dwelling alone in a private stable across 

the acres from the others. Years pass in stillness. By age fifteen he is the tallest of the herd and 

by age twenty the heaviest. He is treated well by his handlers and the prince himself comes often 

to the stables to ride upon Ravi’s back around his splendid fields, laden in the seasons with crops 

of rice and wheat where once was only jungle. In the distance loom the pale purple peaks of the 

Vindhayas, but Ravi cannot see them. He sees only what is close ahead, and when in their walks 

they reach the ends of the fields and come upon the rising and crossing limbs of the trees, he sees 

in the shadows the memory of his mother.  
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The kingdom is always expanding. The royal herd grows, new elephants brought in yearly by 

the men of the prince. They are employed in the clearing of the forests and Ravi watches them go 

into the trees in the morning and return weary and battered at dusk, but he is kept from the work, 

and his hide is smooth and his tusks are sharp. For years he so exists, massive and alone, until the 

night of the great fire and the arrival of the boy.  
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Chapter Two 

The boy never spoke of the fire.  When thoughts of it came to him in the final restless 

moments before sleep he would drive them off like wolves, and the effort would stir his heart 

and keep him awake hours longer. He had grown much in the four years since. His body was 

taller, drawn thin like a copper rod, long wavy torso with pond ripples of wiry muscle standing in 

low relief atop his narrow frame. His posture was poor, slender upper back bent and swayed 

slightly forward like the stalk of a coconut tree arching away from the line of its peers and 

stretching out over the sand. He had a deep voice at times, for a boy, but it had a narrow tone, as 

if the inner rungs of his throat had not grown in tandem with the rest of him, and he had to speak 

forcefully to be heard. But lately he spoke mostly to Ravi. Less so to the other mahouts. In his 

silent moments, it was the clench of his jaw, the round flare of his heavy nostrils, the slow arch 

and fall of his black brows that spoke like signs louder than his voice. And in the waning Iberian 

sun, so far from his home, his brown eyes gleamed darkly like the silt of a stream whose waters 

have receded.  

It was the evening before the start of the march, and a banquet was being held in the New 

City to rouse the men. But the elephants and their mahouts were ordered to remain outside the 

walls, so the boy went up with Ravi into the southern hills to watch. All those who could be 

accommodated were ascending the gentle ridge of the isthmus, where they entered the eastern 
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gates and descended into the city, passing wind-rustled vines and groves of olives to fan out into 

the cartesian grid of dusty streets flanked by broad walls of sandstone. The sun hung low and 

glossy like citrus above the western heights across the strait.  

From the top of the hill outside the southeastern wall the boy looked down and sighed, 

reaching up and patting a hand on Ravi’s cheek as the elephant stood scooping grass and shrubs 

up and back into his mouth, chewing. They had been foraging with the others in the eastern 

pastures, but had moved up and away from them, hugging the shore of the bay and then 

ascending the rounded hill to rest among the rows of pointed Cypress trees beside the temple of 

Tanith. Ravi ate and the boy sat, angled back from one of the trees so that its shade shielded his 

eyes from the sun.  

He ached to be in the city with the soldiers. He glanced up at Ravi and one side of his mouth 

tugged up in a half-smile. Cities are sized for men and not elephants, he thought. 

Ravi continued eating. The other elephants and their mahouts were spread out over the fields 

behind them, foraging among the shrubs and grasses, and from above they looked like slow 

scurrying beetles, long shadows left to right in the dirt, the smooth roundness of the elephant 

shapes melting with the slender mantis figures cast by their riders. Summer beetles, with their 

smoothed and shining green abdomens and sharpened vice fangs clicking together in front of the 

mouth. Saw the first of them two weeks ago.  

The boy had seen few cities in his life, and he was sure this one, called Qart Hadasht by its 

inhabitants, was the grandest, with its immense harbor, intricate canals, and sprawling crenelated 

walls and battlements. To the south was the main wharf, where the last of the day’s merchant 

ships were coasting in along the glinted waters. To the north, beyond the walls, there were 
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scattered villas and farms with roads lined by spear trees and well-kept fields.  The interior was a 

blocky mass of red roofs and dusty streets, advancing in uneven geometries over the peninsula.  

There was a grand forum near the center of the town, a ring of buildings clustered around a 

broad open courtyard dotted with trees and flowers. The crowds were massing at the entrances 

and pouring inside. Beyond the forum, to the north, short knobby hills poked up at intervals like 

prongs of a crown, each one capped with a square temple surrounded at its base with a marble 

portico and rows of columns. From each temple the smoke of the sacrifice was still seeping up 

from the altars, curling ribbons of ash against the orange purple dusk.  

Taxila had been the closest city to the boy’s village when he was a child. He had never been 

there, but Gopal had spoken of it many times, had wanted to take him on his next voyage into the 

northwestern countries to convene with the other teachers of the kingdom.  

“It is beautiful,” the old sage had told him. “Spectacular. There is a university. Teachers from 

all over the empire. One day I will take you,” he said.  

But there was always talk of rebellion, always roaming bands hounding the roads, and so the 

boy had never gone, and when Gopal was taken away, he had no one else to speak to who had 

been there. He wondered how Taxila would compare to Qart Hadasht.  

Down the hill a horn blared, echoing off the faces of the buildings and bringing his attention 

back to the forum. The festivities had begun.  

A hummingbird streaked in overhead, whirring between the small red flowers of the cypress 

in geometric lines, cutting such sharp angles that the boy concluded there must be roads in the air 

that only hummingbirds can see. Green back, teal belly, black head, blurred wings fanning 

yellow, and when it zipped past Ravi’s head the elephant jerked away with a snort. The boy 

laughed.  
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“Ravi! He’s just hungry like you.” Ravi stood back for a moment until the hummingbird let 

out an audacious peep of its own and darted two trees over, shooting from flower to flower to 

flower. Ravi went back to eating, but the boy kept watching the hummingbird, smiling until a 

memory welled within him, and he winced and looked down, like one who is startled by a 

sudden gust of wind.  

--- 

When the boy was very young, a family of ravens made their nest in the high branches of the 

sisau tree beside the road between his village and the citadel. In the month of Ashvina when the 

rains subside and the return of the sun warms the moistened hillsides and the dew rises like 

beaded oil from the leaves, the mother and father ravens surveyed the land, wafting side-by-side 

with wings cupping the wind that blows slow over the surface of the plain.  And when the dry 

season came in the month of Kartik and the sun danced high overhead, the black birds began 

their daily flights up from the southern jungles. They came bearing long sticks and bundled 

brambles, arranging braided tangles in the crotch of the branches, using caked mud for mortar, in 

the patchy quilt of shade beneath the highest leaves.   

On his walks to and from the village, the boy would watch the birds and note their progress, 

and when the rounded roost was built, he smiled as the two birds sidled along its timbered edges 

and croaked and warbled and flitted about from the tree to the ground and back again.  

Two months passed and late in Pausha when the moon was bright, the mother laid her eggs. 

One humid dew-specked morning, the boy dared to climb the tree to see them. There were three, 

arranged triangular, lapis lazuli turquoise flecked with spots of brown like polished quartz. He 

held his breath for fear of jostling them, and when he saw the birds returning, he scrambled down 

and ran away.  
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The boy was passing by beneath the tree when the first egg hatched, and he watched as the 

mother and father huddled close and clicked their beaks. Days later he looked on as the 

grotesque half-feathered chick for the first time stretched its legs and ventured out upon the limb, 

only to return trembling to the nest. He stole nuts and figs from the market, plucking them off the 

tables with both hands on the dead run, and when he returned he flung them aloft for the birds, 

and he called up in his high voice for the young one to fly for him. Every day he visited the nest 

and repeated the call, feeling the spirit of the tiny bird as it peered over the wooded rampart at 

him through eyes that gleamed black to brown to green in the light like pearls of the southern 

sea.  

Then one evening on his walk from the stables he found the fledgling strewn cold and dead 

on the ground beside the path, sprawled unnatural on its back, head twisted sideways, black beak 

hanging open, dull white quills reflecting the shallow light in sandblown patterns like a crumpled 

shroud.  

That night the boy wept, and for hours no amount of consolation could move him from his 

pity, and when his mother asked him the cause of his dejection, he would not tell.  He 

encountered the thing every day beside the road, and at every meeting there was a swelling in his 

heart, a cold weight like stilled quicksilver, until the dogs and vultures tore it to pieces which 

dissolved beneath a swarm of ants. On his walks thereafter, the boy would look up to the nest 

and find it empty, for the parents of the little bird had flown away, and in later seasons were 

never seen to nest there. 

--- 

The din of drunkards and the clatter of dishes rose up from the city, and the sun ducked 

below the rim of the hills, painting the sky auburn like damp clay and obscuring the land below 
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in dark blue contrast, as if when the light retreated the world flipped over. The boy sighed and 

took a longing look down at the main avenue, where the men of the army were taking seats at 

long tables, hauled out into the street by slaves and frightened citizens. The food was being 

dispensed, rolled to each table on great steaming carts. The smells of pungent spices reached the 

boy quickly on the dry evening air, and his stomach knotted in discontent at being barred from 

the feast. 

The city darkened, and rows of torches flared to life along the streets, illuminating in gray 

silhouette the soldiers and their flickering shadows as they ate and drank and swayed in the 

spaces between the slab faces of the buildings. They were finishing their meals and moving 

toward the central courtyard, where a cadre of priests and generals was delivering speeches from 

the staircase of one of the temples. The boy could not distinguish their voices, and all he could 

see was shadows in the torchlight. He wished they were closer. But it was dark and his arms 

were cold and they had to return to camp. He turned to his elephant. 

 “Time to go?” he said, but Ravi’s gaze was anchored on the sea of figures in the forum. The 

boy looked at the elephant’s eyes, and then the fissured wrinkles that swirled around them like 

the lines of a shell. More there than he remembered.  

As the speeches continued, the boy lost interest and turned to talk to Ravi again, but saw that 

the elephant’s eyelids were drooping and decided to stay silent. Instead, he patted a light palm on 

the side of Ravi’s head and stroked his cheek. The boy smiled, a narrow smile constrained by the 

weight of recollection, and turned away to watch the crowd of soldiers below. He let Ravi sleep 

for ten minutes and then roused him and they made their way down the hill together.  

Their camp was east of the city on a flat plain about a mile across between two of the villas. 

The rest of the elephants and their mahouts had already returned by the time Ravi and the boy 
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arrived. One of the carts of food had been brought from the city, and the boy rushed to claim his 

dinner while Ravi joined a pair of elephants who were grazing in the field. The boy prepared 

himself a plate of grapes, olives, chickpea bread, dried fish, and goat meat, drizzling it all with a 

ladle full of fermented mackerel sauce prepared in the old Phoenician style. He had started eating 

meat when they arrived in Iberia and he found that all the mahouts, even the Indians, were meat 

eaters.  

“You’ll need options when winter comes,” Ajunta had told him. Two months ago, when the 

nights were dry but still cold. Prisoners from Saguntum were being marched through the town in 

those days, and the mood had been somber. And Ajunta had fought in the First War, so the boy 

did not question him. He took meat with his meals almost daily now. 

While he was eating, he heard something whisking along in the grass behind him. When he 

turned he saw Ravi rolling his damaru on the ground like a child at play, nudging it with his 

trunk, kicking it with his feet, stumbling over it, then coming back and pushing it along the other 

way.  

Ravi’s damaru was a large two-headed drum of polished ebony wood, about three feet from 

end to end, like two broad bowls merged at their bottoms with the openings facing out. The 

toasted leather of the drum heads had ruptured long ago and was only visible at the rims where it 

was riveted to the wood. Ravi had brought it with him from his stable on the night of the fire, 

cradling it in his curled trunk like a cherished heirloom as he ran. The boy did not understand 

Ravi’s attachment to the thing but had kept it with them in the years since, even on sea voyages 

where space was limited.  When they were boarding the ship which would take them from Patala 

to Egypt, a Persian merchant had tried to relieve them of it, but Ravi had squealed and rumbled 

so near to the man that he flung it on the ground and fled. So the drum stayed with them, and 
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when marching, the boy would tie it onto the one of the straps that wound round Ravi’s chest and 

suspended their cargo. And whenever they arrived at a camp or place where they were to stay, 

the boy took it down and stood it vertically on the ground like a hollow stool. Sometimes Ravi 

would play with it, like tonight, but sometimes he would just sit and look at it. On certain 

mornings, the boy would wake and see Ravi already up and staring at the drum as if it were some 

totem to be prayed to. The boy didn’t understand it, but he accepted it and it brought joy to the 

rest of the mahouts when Ravi would play with it during their idle times. The other elephants had 

their toys and charms, but none like Ravi’s damaru drum. Ravi played late into the night, and 

when the boy went to sleep, the elephant brought the drum back and propped it up beside them 

and lay down looking at it until he slipped into his own eye-flickering dreams.   

--- 

There was a night when the boy was ten years old when Gopal had walked home with him 

from the citadel, and on a dark stretch of the road, the boy had pointed up at the stars and asked 

the sage what they meant. In that day, the Yavanas had not long been driven out, and traders 

from the Punjab and the Bactrian kingdoms west of the mountains brought with them the 

artifacts and the philosophies of distant lands. Gopal had been many times to the university and 

his teachings were a blend of old and new, and the boy liked them because they combined the 

recitation of the Vedas with exotic tales he’d not heard before. 

“What did you learn?” the boy asked him, “about the stars? What did they teach you when 

you went to the city?” 

So when they came to a clearing in the trees, Gopal and the boy lay down in the road, dirt 

grinding beneath them as they settled. It was a new moon and the stars shone down uninterrupted 
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by their lunar lord. The trees looked like ashen shadows as they swayed in the breeze and the tall 

grass was dark like polished jade.  

“It has been said that the stars can be divided into two classes,” Gopal said. “The first are the 

wanderers, and they are few.” 

“How do you know which ones are wanderers?” the boy asked. 

“They move of their own accord. Like sharks, who hunt beyond the fringes of the light, they 

shine alone. Independent of the others. There.” The old man pointed up into the sky, where a 

singular star shined bright yellow. “Shukra. The morning star.” 

“A wanderer?” The boy squinted and crinkled his nose. 

“Yes, the biggest of them,” Gopal said. “I spoke with a Greek about it when I was in Taxila.” 

“I thought the Greeks were gone,” the boy said, looking over at Gopal and slowing his words 

as if he doubted the old man’s story. 

“Mostly, yes,” Gopal said, still looking up. “But I spoke to one. He said the Wanderers are 

the ones they watch the most.” 

“Why?” The boy looked back to the star.  

“Because they are free. They watch for meetings, the philosophers. When wanderers meet, 

they combine their brightness.”  

“So?” 

“That is when great things happen.” 

“What about the others?” The boy’s eyes were scanning the sky, back and forth, canvassing 

the stars and hoping one would fall. 

 “Those are the stationary ones,” Gopal said, “and they are many.” He swept his arm around 

in a circle as if to encompass them all.  
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“But they move also.” 

Gopal laughed. “Yes, they do. But they move together, see?” He pointed to the constellation 

of Mriga. “The deer and the hunter. You see them?” 

“Yes.” The boy’s face was stern with concentration.  

“Every night, yes?” 

“Yes.” 

“You never see them break apart or lose each other.” 

“No.” 

“So they move, like you said, but they move together. They shall never separate.” 

“Why not?” The boy was getting cold, arms folded, hands tucked into his armpits.  

“Because they are attached. Like jewels on a wheel.” Gopal held out an index finger and 

spun it around in a circle. “The wheel turns, but the jewels remain fixed relative to each other.”   

“Relative to?” 

“I mean they are connected, even if you can’t see it.” 

“Not that one.” 

“Oh?” 

The boy pointed up to the Pole Star. The old man smiled, broad lips drawn straight across his 

mouth like ropes.  

“Very good. Do you know what we call him?” 

“No.” 

“Dhruva. The immovable one.” 

“Why doesn’t he move?” 

“Because he’s at the center of the wheel. Still connected, but he doesn’t have to move.” 
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“I like that one.” 

“Really? I thought you would like the wanderers, like Shukra, or – look over there, the little 

red one – Kuga.”  

“No. Dhruva is my favorite.” 
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Chapter Three 

Ajunta roused him at dawn. The boy had been sleeping on his back, and when he opened his 

eyes he saw Ajunta’s creased and bearded face, backlit by the blue-pink sky.  

“Up, boy. Today is the day.” 

He rubbed his eyes and sat up, blanket falling from his bare torso and piling on his thighs.  

“Ravi.” 

Ravi was lying down on his side but awake, looking at him with wide placid eyes.  

“Up,” he said, and when he stood and began gathering his things, Ravi rose also.  

It is an ordeal for an animal so large to go from laying to standing, and for Ravi it took 

almost half a minute as he first raised his head and stretched out with his two elevated legs, 

teetering like the most balanced of scales until the ounces shifted and rolled him onto his belly. 

From there he pressed up with his forelegs, raising up his chest and tilting his head to yawn, 

curling his trunk into his mouth as if the act embarrassed him. Finally, he stepped out with a bent 

hind leg and pressed up, bringing the other leg underneath, great girth all hinging into place, and 

then he was standing.  

The feet of an elephant are soft, and when he places pressure on them, they spread out like 

compressed corkwood over the ground, making him a nearly silent creature save for when he is 

eating, which is almost always, or when he chooses to be noisy, such as with his trumpets, 
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groans, and throat rumbles. So when Ravi rose to his feet it was a noiseless affair, but one the 

boy knew well, and without further communication he went about loading Ravi with their things. 

Their blankets he folded in thick heavy squares, ranging in length from four to six feet, each 

one folded enough times to be two to three inches thick. These he stacked on Ravi’s back, 

climbing up by way of a foreleg, which Ravi raised as he had been trained to do, at a subtle 

pointing signal by the boy. The widest blanket went first, and it spanned from Ravi’s shoulders 

back nearly to his hip bones. This would be the foundation for all the others and would also give 

the boy a comfortable place to sit. On top of this blanket he placed the others, each subsequent 

one decreasing in length and width, a stepped ziggurat of cotton and wool, soft and dusty 

checkered patterns of red, yellow, and green, all shades light and dark bending over the curvature 

of Ravi’s rounded back.  

With the blankets in place, the boy set the basket, or howdah, in the central position atop the 

blanket pyramid, securing it on all four sides with ropes that he ran through iron rings bolted to 

the wood. The ropes slung around Ravi’s body in three places: the first around his chest, in front 

of his forelegs, the second under his belly, just behind the forelegs, and the third over his rear, 

behind the tail. He tightened the straps by standing on Ravi’s back beside the howdah and 

pulling the ropes up hard and then tying them down on the rings. He placed in the howdah as 

much as it could hold, including tools, the boy’s food and clothing, and the various trinkets he 

had gathered during their travels: a woman’s golden amulet from the Patala market, a smooth 

black river stone from the Nile, some Libyan Acacia gum, and a piece of sandstone from Qart 

Hadasht’s unfinished eastern wall.  

They were nearly ready. He paused and, still standing on top of Ravi, looked out over the 

plains east of the city, where the rest of the army was massing. An ocean of tents was collapsing, 
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doused fires were hissing steam, and for miles men were gathering in units of dozens, hundreds, 

thousands, tens of thousands. The same sounds echoed all around: clacking wood, clinking 

metal, grinding gravel, voices shouting in all the languages of the east and west. The smell of 

hair and smoke and dung swirled by on the slow morning breeze.  

“Ready?” It was Galussa’s voice. The young African came gliding up, riding on the back of 

Tuva, the little female bush elephant he had loved since his youth in the hills of southern Kush, 

east of the head of the Nile. Tuva was the smallest elephant in the army, and only Galussa’s head 

and shoulders rose above the line of Ravi’s back as they approached. He was smiling, black face 

fleshy and full.  

“Almost,” the boy said, then turning to Ravi, “Ravi – your drum, where is your drum?” 

Ravi stood for a moment and then, recognizing the word, swiveled his head around, 

searching, until he spotted the drum lying where he had left it near the soggy ashes of the 

previous night’s fire. He picked it up with his trunk and passed it up to the boy, who took it and 

tied it onto the ropes on Ravi’s left side. Thus with Ravi fully loaded, the boy withdrew his 

riding stick from the howdah and took his seat atop the folds of the blanket on Ravi’s shoulders. 

Galussa came up alongside and together they looked out at the gathering army.  

“Incredible,” the Kushite said. He was older than the boy, perhaps twenty, but still beardless. 

They had met on the ship from Alexandria to Qart Hadasht, three weeks buried in the moldy 

depths of the hold, catching no glimpse of the famous lighthouse or the monuments as they left 

the capital of the delta. Galussa descended from a family of African elephant hunters and 

mahouts, and with his father he had made many trips into the Ethiopian bushlands, capturing and 

taming the small elephants there for use in the armies of the Greek pharaohs. Tuva had been born 

in captivity in Galussa’s village and he and his father had kept her for themselves, hiding her 
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from the soldiers when they came to take the annual tribute. But the next year when the soldiers 

returned, Tuva could not be concealed in time, so she was confiscated by the army, with Galussa 

conscripted as her mahout. His father did not protest, and Galussa had not seen him since. All of 

these things Galussa had told him in the dark belly of the ship, but once they had arrived in 

Iberia, there was no more talk of the past. The boy was glad. 

“How many do you think?” the boy asked.  

“Ajunta says a hundred thousand.”  

And that was only the men. Farther to the northeast, where the peninsula joined the mainland 

and widened into a broad landscape of rolling hills, thousands and thousands of horses and mules 

and donkeys were being loaded for the coming journey, bags piling high upon the withers, 

doubling their height and girth and standing them on wobbly legs.  

People were streaming in and out of the gates in the eastern walls; soldiers who had been 

dwelling within, and also families, wives and children and lovers saying goodbyes, slaves 

rushing back and forth, carrying all manner of baskets and jars, merchants rolling their carts out 

to sell what they could before the army departed.  

“Mahouts!” It was Ajunta, their captain, a weathered man with gray and black curls of beard 

and hair that met below his faded blue turban. He was Indian, but had been away from the home 

country for decades, since before the First War. He sat tall upon Brahma, one of the other Indian 

elephants in the army, who was dark gray all over like a stone, fiercely dominant, and nearly as 

large as Ravi.    

There were thirty-seven elephant-mahout pairs in all who would accompany the army into 

Italy. Dozens more would remain in Iberia to come later as reinforcements, and there was talk of 

hundreds who would come from Carthage itself once they were trained. Ravi had been selected 
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early on to be in the first wave, for though he had yet to prove himself in battle, his size and 

strength, and also his obedience to the boy, impressed all who observed him. In war elephants, 

obedience is paramount to all other traits, for even the biggest, most fearsome of the creatures 

has the potential to panic and turn on its comrades, man and elephant alike, in the stress of battle. 

A rogue elephant is as dangerous to its own army as that of the enemy. For this reason, one of the 

first exercises for a new mahout to learn, in any country, is the use of the mallet and stake. But 

Ravi was an obedient one, and the boy was one of few mahouts in the army who could control 

his elephant without the use of the goad or the ankhus hook.  

Of the thirty-seven pairs that would be going to Italy, the boy knew only twelve of them by 

name. In addition to Ravi and himself, there were: 

Tuva and Galussa, of Kush 

Brahma and Ajunta, of India 

Drona and Vimal, of India 

Hiranya and Daksha, of India 

Jai and Kanak, of India 

Giri and Sher, of India 

Surus and Kadmos, of Syria 

Thetima and Philotas, of Egypt 

Piye and Khaleme, of Kush 

Dakka and Bekemete, of Kush 

Maleq and Taharqa, of Kush 

Mastabar and Jugurtha, of Numidia 
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The rest of the mahouts and elephants were of either Numidian or Carthaginian stock, and the 

boy did not know or interact with them.  

Roughly a quarter of the mahouts, including the captain Ajunta, were veterans of the First 

War, and the new conscripts deferred to them always. The only exception was that of Kadmos 

the Syrian, who rode Surus, the only elephant in the army larger and more imposing than Ravi. 

Surus was only twenty years old and had the temperament of an active volcano. His skin was a 

mixture of gray and pink like Ravi but with more of the latter, so that almost his entire front was 

of the lighter shade. Surus had been trained for war since birth, and along with Kadmos, was a 

veteran of many conflicts in the east as far as Sogdiana, but had been acquired by Carthage in a 

trade with the Seleucid king. Kadmos was a gruff and ill-spirited man, quick to argue and slow to 

follow orders, but all the mahouts quietly acknowledged that he was the most skilled elephant 

handler among them.   

Because of the congestion in and around the city, the elephants were loaded and ready three 

hours before they actually began their march. The first group to depart was a large body of 

cavalry to scout ahead, fanning out in a broad shapeless front a mile across on either side of the 

road. Next was a long line of infantry, stretching from the city like a coiled dock rope pulled 

straight by a drifting boat. Then, around midday, the elephants took their first steps onto the 

coast road, a broad dirt path trodden down centuries earlier by Greek settlers in search of 

farmland and silver. Behind them came the braying mob of pack animals and cattle, the camp 

women and the slaves, and finally the rearguard, a mixed body of skirmishers, heavy infantry, 

and Numidian horsemen.  
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The boy smiled as they crested the first hill and saw the sea. He reached down and gave Ravi 

a series of heavy pats on the neck. The suntanned city walls they left shimmering behind them, 

obscured by the dust of their steps.  
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